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PREFACE 

The Russian Lyric Diction Workbook was created from the lyrics of more than 1,000 art song, 
operatic, and choral texts. Words from the lyrics were organized in order of frequency of 
occurrence. The most frequently occurring words are short in length and appear in the enunciation 
exercises. Other frequently occurring words are introduced in graded order and categorized 
according to Russian speech sounds as defined by the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). A 
study of articulatory phonetics is provided with consonant and vowel charts for student 
application and definition of terms. 

Consecutive units highlight specified sets of symbols by providing transcribed art songs, 
enunciation instructions, transcribed enunciation exercises, rules for transcription, group 
assignments, and individually assigned word and phrase lists. QR codes provide instant access to 
100+ audio clips. The words, phrases, and songs needed to create this workbook were extracted 
from texts set by Arensky, Balakirev, Borodin, Cui, Dargomyzhsky, Glazunov, Glinka, 
Grechaninov, Ippolitov-Ivanov, Medtner, Mussorgsky, Prokofiev, Rachmaninoff, Rimsky-
Korsakov, Rubinstein, Shostakovich, Taneyev, and Tchaikovsky. Lyrics were organized to find 
words, phrases, and songs with the most frequent occurrence of the sounds highlighted in each 
unit. 

The IPA transcriptions were generated using an algorithm created by Timur Baytukalov, founder 
and main developer of EasyPronunciation.com. His method of transcription follows standard 
dictionary practice. Adjustments were made to reflect a pronunciation that is favorable for 
singing. Transcriptions that define unique Russian vowel and consonant formations were 
preserved. The [r] symbol was r racteristic of the language), the 
placement of stress marks was adjusted to indicate syllabic division within consonant clusters, 

re r  

A closed vowel replacement of the Russian open vowels benefits American singers. According 
to dictionary transcription, vowels in unstressed syllables are open (except  [e] and  ). 
Vowels in stressed syllables are closed (except    ractice of opening vowels in 
unstressed syllables does not precisely identify the sounds of Russian for the American singer. 
Unstressed vowels are difficult to define since pronunciation varies according to the vowel’s 
position within the word. Unstressed vowels need room to shift. Using open vowels (as American 
speakers pronounce them) would result in overly open vowels. Closed vowels are indicated in 
this text with the instruction that when these vowels occur in unstressed syllables, they are 
often reduced (or weakened) versions of the closed vowel form. 

Transcriptions in this wor These symbols do 
not accurately define Russian consonant formations and are not applied in standard dictionary 
transcription. For example, the Russian [ rmed with a retroflex tongue, the 
Russian rmed with a retroflex tongue, the Russian [ rmed with the 
tongue tip 

r rmed 
with the tongue tip down. The barr rd Russian dictionary 
transcription, are retained in this workbook. They clearly indicate the unique formation needed 
for specified Russian spellings. The barred vowel symbols denote a lifting of the tongue base. 
The barred vowels and soft consonant formations of Russian give singers the opportunity to 
explore a language that promotes added pharyngeal space. Additionally, the tongue position of 
Russian soft consonants helps to streamline the articulatory process by keeping the tongue tip in 
contact with the lower front teeth – in the vowel position. With these formations, it is no wonder 
the Russian language lends itself to grand singing and elevated composition! 
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PREFACE, continued 

Students begin to claim the language as they familiarize themselves with authentic spelling. 
Ruled paper for practicing handwriting of Cyrillic script is provided throughout the workbook. 
Students discover the flow of the language as they hear spoken examples. QR codes give students 
instant access to 100+ audio clips of word and phrase lists. Note that the audio clips serve as a 
general guide. The spoken pronunciation of Russian vowels in unstressed syllables is weaker and 
shorter than the sung pronunciation of the same vowels. 

There are 12 assignments in each unit (one list for each student). Every transcription assignment 
contains fill in the blank exercises. This makes the complexity of the topic more manageable. 
The strategic selection of words gives students the ability to complete units 11 - 17 without IPA 
assistance. However, it is recommended that they attempt the fill in the blank exercises first, then 
cover the answers and complete the exercises a second time. 

The Lyric Diction Workbook Series was created to make foreign languages accessible to singers. 
Familiarity is gained as numerous words are encountered. It was also designed to make grading 
easier for instructors. Accurate transcription and proficiency of memorized rules is assessed 
through in-class enunciation.  

The Russian Lyric Diction Workbook introduces singers to the language through transcription 
and enunciation of a rich vocabulary. The carefully selected words and phrases are designed to 
guide students through the unique sounds and formations of the Russian language. This text 
functions consecutively within our series of workbooks created for lyric diction. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

Thank you to the freshmen diction students at Vanderbilt University who inspired the creation of 
this workbook. 

I am immensely grateful for the excellent work of my editor   (Andrei). His 
fastidious attention to every word, translation, and transcription is much appreciated! 

This study of Russian diction is unique in that transcription rules are introduced directly from the 
Cyrillic script. It is gratifying to observe the spellings of languages and how beautifully they 
display evidence of structure, order, and design. 

Cheri Montgomery 
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GENERAL TERMS 
IPA. The International Phonetic Alphabet was established by the International Phonetic Association around 1888. Each 
symbol stands for one phonetic sound and is enclosed in brackets. Authentic pronunciation, accurate formation, and precise 
resonance must be defined for each symbol within the respective language. 
Pronunciation: conversion of letters into the proper choice of speech sounds as represented by IPA  
Enunciation and Articulation: the act of speaking or singing phonetic sounds 
Expression: the act of conveying mood, color, and sentiment of lyric texts 
Initial: the first letter or sound of a word  
Medial: a letter or sound in the middle of a word  
Final: the last letter or sound of a word 
 

CONSONANT TERMS 
Aspirate: a consonant that is sounded with an audible release of breath (English p, t, k) 
Soft (or palatalized) consonant: a consonant formed with a tongue arch that rises toward the palate. The tongue tip 
touches the lower front teeth for  The soft sign  indicates a soft pronunciation of a 
preceding consonant. The hard sign  indicates a hard (or regular) pronunciation of a preceding consonant. 
 

VOWEL TERMS 
Barred vowel (closed central vowel): a vowel formed with the tongue tip touching the lower front teeth and tongue arch 
rising toward the palate, as in re rounded for  See vowel chart on page 167. 
Hiatus: consecutive vowels that occupy separate syllables 
Monophthong: a vowel sound that maintains one articulatory position throughout the course of a syllable; a diphthong 
contains two vowel sounds per syllable; a triphthong contains three vowel sounds per syllable 
Reduced vowel: a weakened vowel in an unstressed syllable. An [i] opens toward [  An [ ] opens toward [ ]. 
Schwa : an undefined sound in an unstressed syllable. It is   
[æ] in  o] in [ ,  and  [ s]. Students become 
more familiar with the pronunciation of schwa as they learn the transcription rules for vowels.
 

INTRODUCTION 
The attributes of multiple languages are combined in a study of Russian lyric diction. The Italian dental, non-aspirate, and 
double consonants; the Italian vowels with non-glottal onsets; the German ach-Laut; and the English [æ] provide an 
approximation of specified Russian sounds. Russian formations, such as the palatalized consonants (soft consonants) and 
barred vowels (closed central vowels) are ideal for singing in that they bring the base of the tongue up and out of the 
pharyngeal space. This allows the tongue tip to stay in home position (vowel formation) and streamlines the articulatory 
process. The dental and palatalized consonants, the lifted tongue arch of barred vowels, and the avoidance of glottal onsets 
merge the attributes of multiple languages to create a legato that is reminiscent of French. Vocal discovery is optimized 
when students explore the unique assimilation of vowel and consonant formations found in the Russian language. 
 

A dictionary is needed to determine the stressed syllable. Stressed syllables are indicated throughout this text. 
 

THE RUSSIAN CYRILLIC SCRIPT WITH IPA 
Russian letters are derived from the Greek alphabet. The letters with names in IPA are provided below: 
 

CONSONANTS VOWELS 

Bilabial 
voiced stop [be]

Alveolar 
voiceless fricative 

Front 
[i]

voiceless stop [pe] voiced fricative [ze] [je]
voiced nasal voiced trill 

Labiodental 
voiced fricative [ve]  voiced glide [j]

Back 
[u]

voiceless fricative Prepalatal voiced fricative [ ]

Dental 

voiced stop [de] (tongue tip down) voiceless fricative 
Closed 
central voiceless stop [te]  voiceless affricate [

voiceless affricate [ se] Prepalatal voiced fricative 
voiced nasal (retroflex tongue) voiceless fricative Open 

central 
[jæ]

voiced lateral 
Velar 

voiced stop [a]
(retroflex tongue) voiceless stop [ka] Soft sign 

Alveolar voiced lateral voiceless fricative [xa] Hard sign 
 

INTRODUCTORY NOTES 
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IPA              ENGLISH (approximation) RUSSIAN 

[i] eat,  greet , ,  

[i]    infinity, quickly  , ,  
                    (an [i] )    

[e]    chaos, decor ,  
        [ ]  [  

    met,  friend      , ,   
          

[u]    food, blue , ,  
  

[u]    today, visual   , ,  
  

[o] obey, protect , , 
         [slof] [ ]   

[æ]    sand, hat, ladder  , ,  
            

[a]     voilà, farfalla , , 
      (French and Italian a)    

    father, heart   , ,  
                  

    idea, little, moment , ,  

[i]

 

  Stressed 
 
 
  

Unstressed 

[u]
  Stressed 
 
 
  

Unstressed 

[ ]
          Central 
 
 
  

        Bright a 
 
 
 

          Dark a 
 
 
 

Schwa (see page 2) 
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IPA                FORMATION    RUSSIAN 
 

          , ,  
                           ]  [ ]  [ ] 
            , ,  
                         [ ]   

, , 
                          

         , ,  
                
 

  

  HARD CONSONANTS                  SOFT CONSONANTS ([j] tongue formation) 
 

[d]  ,      ,  
                            

[t]  ,      ,                         
                             

[n]  ,      ,  
                          

[l]  ,      ,  
       Retroflex l                        Alveolar l     
 

  

  HARD CONSONANTS                  SOFT CONSONANTS ([j] tongue formation) 
 

[z]  ,     ,  
                             

[s]  ,      ,  
                              

  ,                ,  
                            

 

The tongue tip touches the 
lower front teeth while the 
middle of the tongue forms a 
high plateau that rises toward 
the palate. This formation is 
ideal for singing. It brings the 
base of the tongue up and out of 
the pharyngeal space. 
 

rmed with 
[u] lip r
is formed with [o] lip rounding. 

 

Stressed
 
 
  

Unstressed 

[ ] ,

                  

Non-aspirate                                                               Non-aspirate 
 
 
 

Non-aspirate                                                                  Aspirate
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  IPA                ENGLISH (approximation)  RUSSIAN 

     vision, azure                     
           

    shell, passion  ,  
           

 [    chair, latch                           ,  
          [  

     vision, azure  ,  
           

     shell, passion  ,  
          a]  
 

  

  HARD CONSONANTS                      SOFT CONSONANTS ([j] formation) 
 

[g]  ,      ,  
                           

[k]  ,       ,  
                           

[x]  ,                 ,  
                 
 

 

  IPA                ENGLISH (approximation)  RUSSIAN 

        rejoice, again   ,  
     Stress mark            
 

 
 

Bilabial and labiodental consonants and the prepalatal [j] glide are not included in this list since they share a 
similar formation in most languages. There is a high plateau of the tongue for release of 
air is non-aspirate. Double consonants (indicated with a long mark [ ]) require a deliberate lengthening of the 
consonant sound. There are no glottal onsets in Russian (glottal stops ar  

[g] ,
    Non-aspirate                                                                Non-aspirate 
 
 
 

    Non-aspirate                                                                Non-aspirate 
 
 
 
German Ach-Laut 
 

n

 

  
  

   
  
 

 
 
 
 

   
   
Retroflex   
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Classification of Symbols: Consonants 
 

Voicing: A voiced consonant engages vocal cords. The air is released without tone for voiceless consonants. 
 

Points of Articulation Russian English 
Bilabial     
Refers to the lips [b] [p] [m] [b] [p] [m]  
    

Labiodental     
Involves the lower lip and the upper front teeth [v] [f] [v] [f] 
    

Dental     
Involves the tip of the tongue and the back of the upper row of teeth [d] [t] [ s] [n] [l] [ð]  
    

Alveolar    [d] [t] [z] [s] 
Involves the tip of the tongue and the ridge behind the upper teeth   
   

Prepalatal     
Involves the tip of tongue and the area between the alveolar ridge and   
hard palate   
Palatal   The [j] is prepalatal. 

The tongue is more 
fronted in Russian. 

 
Involves a front arch of the tongue and the hard palate [j] 
   

Velar     
Involves the back of the tongue and the soft palate [g] [k] [x]  
    

Glottal     
Involves the air flow and the opening between the vocal cords   
    
   

Manner of Articulation Russian English 
Stop   [b] [p] [d] [b] [p] [d] [t] 
A momentary closure of the air flow passage [t] [g] [k]  
    

Fricative   [v] [f] [z] [s]  
Produced by directing the air flow past a set of articulators   
    

Affricate     
A stop that is followed by a fricative [ s]  
    

Nasal     
Produced by directing vocalized tone through the nasal passages [m] [n]  
    

Lateral     
Produced by directing vocalized tone over the sides of the tongue  [l] 
    

Glide     
Produced by directing vocalized tone past a set of articulators without [j] [j] [w] 
friction   
Trill     
Formed with a tap of the tongue tip against the alveolar ridge   
    

Retroflex     
Produced with tongue tip curled up   
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Worksheet #1: Classification of Consonants 
Provide IPA to complete the following chart for Russian consonants: 
 

  Bilabial Labiodental Dental Alveolar Prepalatal Palatal Velar Glottal 
Stop                 
  voiced                 
  voiceless                 
Fricative                 
  voiced                 
  voiceless                 
Affricate                 
  voiced                 
  voiceless                 
Nasal                 
  voiced                 
Lateral                 
  voiced                 
Trill                 
  voiced                 
Glide                 
  voiced                 
Retroflex                 
  voiced 
  voiceless                 

 

Provide IPA to complete the following chart for English consonants: 
 

  Bilabial Labiodental Dental Alveolar Prepalatal Palatal Velar Glottal 
Stop                 
  voiced                 
  voiceless                 
Fricative                 
  voiced                 
  voiceless                 
Affricate                 
  voiced                 
  voiceless                 
Nasal                 
  voiced                 
Lateral                 
  voiced                 
Trill                 
  voiced                 
Glide                 
  voiced                 
Retroflex                 
  voiced                 



8                                       Vowel Charts/Application 
 

Classification of Symbols: Vowels 
 

Quality Russian English 
Closed [i] [e] [u] [o] [i] 
  Formed with less space between the tongue arch and the roof of mouth  [u] [o] 
Open   
  Formed with more space between the tongue arch and the roof of mouth   

 

Peak of tongue arch Russian English 
Front (tongue vowel)   
  The front of the tongue arches with tongue tip touching lower front teeth   
Back (lip vowel)   
  The back of the tongue arches with tongue tip touching lower front teeth [u] [o]  
Open central   
  The tongue arch maintains a low position, the tip touches lower front teeth   
Closed central (barred vowels)   
  The tongue arch raises to form a high plateau, tip touches lower front teeth Round for   

 

Note. ] represents an undefined sound in an unstressed syllable. The Russian schwa has multiple 
pronunciations. See page 2. 
 
Worksheet #1: Classification of Vowels 
Provide vowel descriptions for the following symbols: 
 

 Russian Vowels                                                  English Vowels 
IPA Quality Peak of tongue arch  IPA Quality Peak tongue arch 
[i]   greet [i]   
[e]   bit    

   said    
[u]   blue [u]   
[o]   look    
[æ]   obey [o]   
[a]   ought    

   sat [æ]   
   father    
   up    
   bird    

 
Companion Symbols 

 

Observe how vowels appear in pairs as uppercase and lowercase letters. There are two categories of tongue height: 
open and closed. Another category is needed to describe angle of the tongue. The tongue maintains a steep slope 
for rately steep slope for r [æ]/[a] and [
flat tongue position for Vowel pairs share the same tongue angle at the front, back, or center of the tongue. 
The only difference between the pairs is tongue height. The tongue forms a lower plateau for open vowels giving 
them more space between the tongue arch and the roof of the mouth. See vowel charts on page 167. 
 
The American English pronunciation of open vowels is more spacious and less frontal in placement. The open 
vowels of the Russian language often sound closed to the American ear. For this reason, this text has replaced 

losed vowel symbols (to the American ear) more accurately 
represent the pronunciation of Russian unstr in unstressed 
syllables are reduced (or weakened) versions of the closed vowel form. 
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[vd uk      p  

(suddenly a mournful note pierced)
 
 
 

 
 

Enunciation of Italianate sounds: dental 
and non-aspirate consonants  

 
     TOPIC                PAGE 

 

     Listening assignment       10 
 
     Enunciation instructions       11 

 
     Application of rules                  11 

 
     Individual exercises              12 
 
     Phrases             16              

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

10 Listening Assignment 

 
 

Aleksei Nikolayevich Apukhtin (1841 - 1893) 
Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky (1840 - 1893) 
 

    ,     
 
To forget so soon, my God 

    ,    , 
[ z b   tak  sko   bo   moj ] 

All the happiness of a life lived! 
      ! 

[   e  i  p toj ] 
 
All our meetings, conversations, 

    ,  , 
[ e  na   fst e i  z vo  ] 
 
To forget so soon, forget so soon! 

    ,      ! 
[ z b   tak  sko   z b   tak  sko  ] 
 
Forget the excitement of the first days 

      , 
[ z b   v en   v x   ] 
 
Goodbye hours in the shade of the branches, 

        , 
[ i   æs  f i  it  ] 
 
Mute conversations of the eyes 

    , 
[ ej  i m je  z vo  ] 

To forget so soon, forget so soon! 
, !

[ z b   tak  sko   z b   tak  sko  ] 
 
To forget a full moon

,       
[ z b   kak  poln j   lu na ] 
 
How it looked at us through the window, 

        , 
[ n   nas  i   iz k na ] 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
How quietly the curtain fluttered ... 

      ... 
[ kak  k l xal     to  ] 
 
To forget so soon, forget so soon! 

    ,      ! 
[ z b   tak  sko   z b   tak  sko  ] 
 
To forget love, forget dreams 

  ,    ,   
[ z b     z b   i t  ] 
 
To forget those vows - do you remember? - 

      --    ?  -- 
[ z b       i   t  ] 
 
On a cloudy night? 

      ? 
[ v n nuj   pasmu nuj   po u ] 
 
To forget so soon, so soon! Oh my God! 

    ,    !    ! 
[ z b   tak  sko   tak  sko   bo   moj ] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Art song with a frequent occurrence of dental and non-aspirate consonants, flipped [ ] 
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UNIT 2: Dental and non-aspirate consonants  
Enunciate the following words: 

RULES FORMATION EXAMPLES CLASSWORK 

Dental [n] The tongue tip touches  
the upper front teeth. 

 (us)  (it) 

[nam]
Soft  The tongue tip touches the 

back of the lower front teeth 
 (with him)  (beckon) 

  
Dental [d] 

The tongue tip touches the 
upper front teeth. The tone is 
released without aspiration. 

 (house)  (water) 

[dom]  
 The tongue tip touches the 

back of the lower front teeth 
 (day)  (let's give) 

  
Dental [t] 

Tongue tip touches the upper 
front teeth. The breath is 

released without aspiration. 

 (tone)  (fountain) 

[ton]  
The tongue tip touches the 

back of the lower front teeth. 
The release of air is aspirate. 

 (those)  (to find) 

  
Dental retroflex [l] Dental [l] is formed 

with a retroflex tongue. 
 (small)  (fret) 

[mal] [lat] 
 

The blade of tongue touches 
the alveolar ridge with tip 
touching lower front teeth. 

 (a lion)  (valleys) 

  

 
 with 

one tap of the tongue tip 
against the alveolar ridge. 

 (paradise)  (flavor) 

  
  

 (three)  (yard) 

  
Bilabial [b] 

The lips contact lightly with 
tongue tip touching lower front 
teeth. The tone is non-aspirate. 

 (brother)  (works) 

  
 but with a raised tongue arch. 

 (beat)  (vow) 

Bilabial [p] 
The lips contact lightly with 

tongue tip touching lower front 
teeth. Release is non-aspirate. 

 (oak)  (full) 

[dup]  
 but with a raised tongue arch. 

 (singing)  (yells) 

  
Velar [g] 

The tongue arch contacts the 
soft palate. The tone is released 

without aspiration. 

(mountains)  (then) 

  

 but with a raised tongue arch. 
 (emblem)  (graves) 

  
Velar [k] 

The tongue arch contacts the 
soft palate. The breath is 

released without aspiration. 

 (friend)  (what) 

  
 like hard [k] 

but with a raised tongue arch. 
 (cedar)  (like that) 

  
 The tongue tip touches lower 

teeth and tongue arch is raised. 
 (peace)  (again) 

 
Double consonants [ ] Double consonants require a 

deliberate length of the sound. 
 (I will give it)  (because) 

  
Form a silent [j] (as in yes) before the enunciation of a soft consonant. Do not articulate a [j] glide following a 
soft consonant. The tongue arches high and the tip touches the lower front teeth for all soft consonants except .
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UNIT 2: Dental and non-aspirate consonants  
Enunciate the following words: 
 

RULES #1 #2 #3

 
 (neither)  (not)  (me) 

  [mnoj] 

 
 (ram)  (war)  (they are) 

   

 
 (I will give)  (give)  (thoughts) 

[dam] [daj] [dum] 

 
 (drive)  (one)  (I will dress) 

  

Dental 
 (shadow)  (foot)  (after all) 

 [fut]  

 
 (step away)  (conceal)  (veil) 

   

Dental retroflex [l] 
 (young)  (ox)  (rumor) 

 [vol]  

 
 (olive)  (begged)  (whether) 

  

 
 (lore)  (believe)  (wounds) 

   

 
 (seas)  (eagle) (gave) 

   

 
 (forehead)  (battles)  (took) 

[lbom]   

 
 (hollows)  (herd)  (supplication) 

   

Bilabial  
 (drink)  (forehead)  (sang) 

 [lop]  
 

 (fruit) (to the crowd)  (path) 

   
 

 (thunder)  (lips)  (anthem) 

 [gup] 

 
 (good)  (on fire)  (could) 

   

 
 (so)  (by whom)  (a circle) 

[tak]  
(rockets) (bye) (trays)

   
 

 
 (languishes)  (view) (myrtle) 

   
Double consonants [ ] 

 (give it back)  (columns)  (introduced) 
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UNIT 2: Dental and non-aspirate consonants  
Enunciate the following words: 
 

RULES #4 #5 #6 

 
 (cornfield)  (nymphs)  (but) 

  [no] 

r  
 (rams)  (weaver’s beam)  (amen) 

   

 
 (fruit drink)  (widows)  (bottom)

 [vdof] [dna] 

r  
 (I will reach)  (find)  (one) 

  
 (mother)  (that one)  (darkness) 

 [tot]  

r  
 (dressed)  (walk)  (will give) 

   

Dental retroflex [l] 
 (shaft)  (gave)  (mule) 

[val] [dal] [mul] 

Alveolar  
 (clinging)  (near)  (ice) 

   

 
 (Ray)  (gate)  (creature) 

   

 
 (burrow) (lamp)  (people) 

   

 
 (cheerful)  (troubles)  (rich landowner) 

  [baj] 

 
 (beat)  (beans)  (dinner) 

   

 
 (pond)  (feast)  (drink) 

   
 

 (sang)  (crowd)  (supports) 

   
 

 (proud)  (perished)  (bent) 

 [p  [gnul] 

 
 (enemies)  (extremely good)  (goddesses) 

   

 
 (throw it)  (who)  (sneaker) 

 [kto]  
(rest) (slip into) (coral)

   
 

 
 (wind)  (memory)  (branch) 

   
Double consonants [ ] 

 (having giving)  (autumn)  (plunge into) 
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UNIT 2: Dental and non-aspirate consonants  
Enunciate the following words: 
 

RULES #7 #8 #9

 
 (to me)  (dumb)  (well) 

  [nu] 

r  
 (deception) (it)  (war) 

   

 
 (two)  (day)  (yes) 

[dva]  [da] 

r  
 (come in)  (one)  (put it on) 

   

 
 (themes)  (here) (not) 

 [tut]  

r  
 (conceals)  (to drive)  (give) 

   

Dental retroflex [l] 
 (catch)  (silt)  (they say) 

 [il] [mol] 

Alveolar  
 (prayers)  (alley)  (far away) 

   

Alveolar  
 (ore)  (harm)  (work) 

   

r  
 (open)  (lobster)  (abscess) 

  
 (the fight)  (bit)  (ball) 

[boj]  [bal] 

r  
 (hammered)  (alarm bell)  (fight) 

   

 
 (sang)  (sing)  (drank) 

   
r  

 (will understand)  (feeding)  (shares of equity) 

Velar  
 (hail)  (gods)  (year) 

 [got] 

r  
 (leg)  (mountain)  (naked) 

   

Velar  
 (edge)  (Cyrus)  (meadow) 

 [luk] 

r  
 (skates)  (window)  (leave) 

   

 
 (darkness – poetic)  (caught)  (moment) 

   
Double consonants [ ] 

 (because)  (I will give it)  (bring in) 
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UNIT 2: Dental and non-aspirate consonants  
Enunciate the following words: 
 

RULES #10 #11 #12 

 
 (out)  (her)  (days) 

   

r  
 (ram)  (barn – archaic)  (war) 

   

 
 (giving) (bottom)  (kind) 

[daf] [dno] e] 

r  
 (drive)  (one)  (one) 

   
 (that)  (a thread)  (your) 

[ta]   

r  
 (darkness)  (yours)  (to come in) 

   

Dental retroflex [l] 
 (waves)  (cases)  (gave) 

[voln]   

Alveolar  
 (is free)  (for)   (will) 

na] a]  

Alveolar  
 (inside) (clan)  (bier – archaic) 

   

r  
 (product)  (gave)  (creates) 

   

 
 (kind)  (trumpets)  (bow) 

  [bant] 

r  
 (wins)  (took)  (offended) 

   

 
(steam)  (drink)  (fraction) 

   
r  

 (hum)  (disappeared)  (they will fall) 

   
Velar  

 (graph)  (money)  (alarms) 

   

r  
 (grave)  (verb)  (lights) 

  

Velar  
 (Cyprus)  (rock)  (cat) 

  [kot] 

r
(meek) (scarves) (what)

   
 

 
 (a door)  (understand)  (forever) 

   
Double consonants [ ] 

 (bring in)  (rejection)  (gave) 
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UNIT 2: Dental and non-aspirate consonants  
Enunciate the the following phrases: 
 
Example:   [ml     (the beautiful morning)  
 
Classwork:  ,   (both here and there)    ,   (oh scandal, oh scandal)  
                   [i  tam  i  tut]     [   sk   sk  

1.   (dove flock)  
[g    

 
i   (and people are young)  
[i  n ot   

 
2.    (and for a long time)  

[i tak]
 
 ,  ! (she's mine, she's mine!)  

[       m jæ] 

3.    (to the right of the table)  
  t st la] 

 
   (under my window)  

m im   
 

4.   (my harp)  
[

 
, , ,  (there, peace, beauty)  

[tam  tam  p   k  

5.   (a sudden gust swept the waves)  
[vd uk    voln] 

 
   (outside the garden fence)  
    s  

 
6.   (full for a long time)  

  d  
 

    (that’s of no concern to us)  
[i  k ka   nam  z  

 

7. ,  (oh, darling)  
[    

 
    (from tailor to poet)  

[ t p     p  
 

8.  ,   (both in darkness and sleep)  
[i i snom]

 
   (turn from the gate)  

[ t v ot  ot] 

9.   (the sun is red)  
   

 
    (there over that mountain)  

[von  toj  g oj] 
 

10.   (young Rose)  
ml

 
 ,  ! (you alone, alone!)  

[t     t    

11.    (year after year)  
    got] 

 
   (you are tired of waiting)  
e   vam  d  

 
12.    (and for wealth)  

[a    b  
 
    (your dream is young)  

[kak  tvoj  son   

 
           



 25          
 
 
 

     
[vot  v zol t   i  barx t] 

(here in gold and velvet) 
 
 
 

 
 

Transcription of bilabial 
and labiodental consonants 

  
     TOPIC                PAGE 

 

Rules for transcription         26 
 

     Application of rules                  27 
 

     Individual exercises              28 
  
 Phrases              34 
 

CONSONANTS VOWELS 
Classification Cyrillic Page Classification Cyrillic Page Classification Cyrillic Page 

Bilabial
 [be] 

26  
Alveolar 

  
36 Front 

 [i] 106 
 [pe]  [ze]  [je] 

116     
46 

  

Labiodental 
 [ve]    [j] 

Back 
 [u] 

126   Prepalatal 
(tongue tip down) 

  

66 

 [ ] 

Dental 

 [de] 

 36 

  
Closed 
Central 

   

  
146  [te]    [    

 [tse] Prepalatal 
(retroflex tongue) 

 

    
   Open 

Central 
 [jæ] 

96 
  

Velar 
  

46 
 [a] 

 [ka] Soft sign  
86 

Alveolar    [xa] Hard sign  



26 
 

 
  

CYRILLIC IPA RULE EXAMPLE 

 
[b] Spelling   rum) 

[p] 
 + voiceless consonant   

Final   [dup] (oak) 

     

CYRILLIC IPA RULE EXAMPLE 

 [p] Spelling   pu  (purple) 

    

CYRILLIC IPA RULE EXAMPLE 

 
[v] Spelling   [v return) 

[f]
 + voiceless consonant  rass) 

Final    

    

CYRILLIC IPA RULE EXAMPLE 

 
  

[f] Spelling   rp) 

  

CYRILLIC IPA RULE EXAMPLE 

 [m] Spelling   [m  

 
DOUBLE CONSONANTS 

 

Consonant doubling is indicated in this text with a long mark . The letters      are doubled 
in transcription when doubled in spelling. Single  and  are doubled. Spelling  is often 
doubled (check dictionary). Spellings , ,  and  are doubled. 
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CLASSWORK #4: Bilabial and labiodental consonants 
 

Provide IPA: 
1.  (here) 11.  (deeply)

 [__ot]   [glu__ ko]  
2. (fluff) 12.  (ether)

 [__ux]   [i  
3.  (dove) 13.  (weak)

 [g   [sla__]  
4.  (all) 14.  (ready)

   [ __]  
5.  (a lot of) 15.  (close)

    
6.  (alpha) 16. (shine)

    
7.  (crowd) 17.  (small)

 [t   [__al]  
8.  (we will) 18.  (suddenly)

   [__d uk]  
9.  (sail) 19.  (call)

 us]   [zo__]  
10.  (us)    

 [na__]     
 
Handwriting. Practice forming the Cyrillic letters  [be]  [pe]   [ve]   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Copyright © S.T.M. Publishers ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

     



28                                                      Individual Exercises  
 

WORKSHEET #4: Bilabial and labiodental consonants 
Provide IPA: 

#1   #2   

  (tips)   (two) 
 [s    [d__a]  
  (before)   (sang) 
 [__      
  (head)   (young) 
 [g u]     
  (to him)   (pop) 
    [__o__]  
  (dried out)   (nymph) 
 [      
  (fairies)   (herbs) 
 i]   [t a__]  
  (save)   (flea) 
      
  (blue)   (moment) 
      
  (dreams)   (forget) 
 [sno__]     
  (tightly)   (round) 
      
  (oak)  (veil) 
 [du__]     
  (top)   (them) 
    [i__]  
  (caftan)   (tune) 
      
  (haze)   (waters)
    [__ot]  
  (long)   (smell) 
      
  (without)   (hugging) 
      
  (around)   (coffin) 
      
  (you)   (God) 
    [__ox]  
  (vault)   (kingdom) 
 [s__ot]    
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WORKSHEET #4: Bilabial and labiodental consonants 
Provide IPA: 

#3   #4   

  (the fight)   (cover)
 [__oj]   [__ o__]  
 (peace)   (destinies) 
      
  (the flute)   (creator) 
    [t__ s]  
  (let be)   (myrtle) 
    t]  
  (bypassing)   (bay) 
 [ __x    [z   
  (sphinx)   (graph) 
    [g __a]  
  (mushroom)  (ashes) 
 [g    [__ ax]  
  (ask)   (as if) 
 [s__      
  (after)   (abusive) 
      
  (viciously)   (girl) 
      
  (anger)   (race cup) 
      
  (window)   (itself) 
 [    [s   
 (look)   (fright)
 [__zo ]   [i s__uk]  
  (post)   (forever) 
 [st    [n   
  (open)   (near) 
 [ t__      
  (myself)   (bishop) 
 [sa__]   [ji   
  (species)   (there) 
    [ta__]  
  (in vain)   (lanterns) 
 [n      
  (glory)   (slavery) 
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WORKSHEET #4: Bilabial and labiodental consonants 
Provide IPA: 

#5   #6   

 (a lion)   (drum) 
      
  (must)   (shelter) 
    [k o__]  
  (emblem)   (west) 
 __]     
  (again)   (could) 
    [__ok]  
  (house)   (Pharaoh) 
 [do__]     
  (yummy)   (Pan) 
    [__an]  
  (stupid)   (cheating) 
 [glu__]   [   
  (care)   (equally) 
 [z    [   
  (right)   (lips) 
 [__ a__]   [gu__]  
  (buy)   (candy) 
 [ku    [k   
  (one’s own)   (new) 
 [s__      
  (hit)   (die) 
    [u u]  
  (far away)   (any) 
 [__d      
  (dusk)   (rave) 
    [__   
  (tube)   (made it) 
 u__ku]   [u   
  (to me)   (flowers) 
 e]   [ __]  
  (francs)   (thoughts) 
    [du__]  
  (drink)   (Ukrainian boy) 
    u   
  (sarcophagus)   (colors) 
 k __ak]   [ to__]  
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WORKSHEET #4: Bilabial and labiodental consonants 
Provide IPA: 

#7   #8   

  (flavors)   (truth) 
      
 (my)   (armor) 
 [__oj]   [d   
  (answer)   (darkness) 
 [    [__ ak]  
  (about)   (gardens) 
 [ __]   [s   
  (abyss)   (poor) 
      
  (got up)   (favor) 
 [__stal]   [__   
  (dome)   (coffee house) 
    [k   
  (waves)   (howl) 
 [__oln]   [__oj]  
  (boldly)   (wandered) 
    [__   
  (troubles)   (firewood) 
    [d o__]  
  (sigh)   (purple) 
 [__zdox]   __u   
  (under)   (running) 
 [__ot]     
  (that’s)   (mother) 
 [t     
  (teeth)   (tooth) 
 i]   [zu__]  
 (Thomas)   (childhood) 
 [__      
  (raving)   (full) 
 u]   [__oln]  
  (gentlemen)   (entrance) 
 [g s__ot]     
  (mind)   (built) 
 [u__]   [ oil]  
  (sweetie)   (laugh)
 [k      
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WORKSHEET #4: Bilabial and labiodental consonants 
Provide IPA: 

#9   #10   

  (quite)   (sorrowful) 
      
  (grandma)   (view) 
      
  (boots)   (Calvary) 
      
  (out)   (pipes) 
 [__on]     
  (crushed)   (freedom) 
      
  (dogs)   (reforms) 
 [__so__]     
  (foul)   (island) 
 [__ol]   [ o __ ]  
  (this)   (vows) 
      
  (wondrous)   (back) 
    na]  
  (ball)   (side) 
 [__al]   [__ok]  
  (foot)   (moor) 
      
  (hawk)   (ripe) 
      
  (arts)   (ladies) 
    [da__]  
  (thunder)   (sponge) 
      
  (eyes)   (everyone) 
      
  (agony)   (look) 
 [__uk]     
  (kind)   (floor) 
    [__ol]  
  (sofa)   (May) 
      
  (steam)  (wolves) 
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WORKSHEET #4: Bilabial and labiodental consonants 
Provide IPA: 
#11   #12   

  (grass)   (fig) 
 [t e]   [s__ok__]  
 (count, earl)   (overstep) 
 [g a__]     
  (good)   (prayer) 
 [d u]   [__   
  (aloud)   (pillar) 
 [__slux]   [stol__]  
  (soprano)   (taste) 
 [s      
  (marriage)   (poet) 
 [__ ak]   [__   
  (loudly)   (balcony) 
    [__   
  (forehead)   (yam) 
 [lo__]   [jæ__]  
  (holy)   (straight) 
      
  (foot)   (places) 
 [__ut]     
  (spirits)   (confused) 
      
  (themes)   (century) 
      
  (ridge)   (swirls) 
 [x i e]   [klu   
  (dispute)   (took) 
 [s__o      
  (author)   (raspberries) 
    [__   
  (simple)   (bow) 
 [__ ost]   [__ant]  
  (white)   (timid) 
      
  (mask)   (harp) 
    [a __]  
  (moisture)   (pearls) 
      



34 Enunciation Exercises 

WORKSHEET #4: Bilabial and labiodental consonants 
Circle the Cyrillic letters that correspond with the underlined phonetic symbols: 

Example:      (and I will go for the brave) 
  [a  p  jæ  ab  

1. Слава Богу! Слава Богу! (Thank God! Thank God!)
v bogu  v bogu]

2.    (here young Spanish woman)
[vot  i sp m

3.   (like an army)
[p b vojsku]

4.    (here's a golden harp)
[v f

5.    (yachts and emeralds)
[ f  i  izum f]

6.   ,    (thought after thought, wave after wave) 
m m v l na  v l noj]

7.     (bow and a few words)
[p pa f]

8.  -   -- (and the second concern is --)
[a  ft o  z b

9. ,   (when frightened)
[k i sp m  bu n]

10.    (there is fog over the swamp)
b m  tu man]

11.   (murmur of streams)
[p f  op

12.*      (and then hit the glass)
[i  p tom  p pal  f

* Transcription within the phrase: voicing of bilabial and labiodental consonants with two pronunciations is
indicated with an under tie sym
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Tongue Slope Category 
(see full description on page 168) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Vowel Chart for Lyric Diction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Peak of Arch Front Back Slope 
Steep     
 Closed [i] [u] 
 Open [ ] [ ] 
Moderate   
 Closed [e] [o] 
 Open [  [ ] 
Mild Central 

 
Closed 
Open 

 
[æ] 

 
[ ] 

 Open [a] [ ] 
Flat  
 Open [ ] 
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Tongue Slope Category on Side View of Mouth 
 

CHART DESCRIPTION: The front vowels are on the right side of the chart, the back vowels are on the left, and 
the central vowels are in the middle. The closed vowels are in the upper section and the open vowels are in the 
lower section. The Russian vowels are in the black font. The schwa is not included since its pronunciation varies 
from language to language. 
 
 
 
                                                                       

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tongue slope refers to the pitch or angle of the tongue arch. Phoneticians do not consider slope when charting 
vowels. The slope of the tongue is more apparent in the low jaw position required for singing. Steep vowels have 
a shar moderate 
slope, and the [æ] and [a] vowels have a mild sloping of the tongue toward the front of the mouth. The [u] and 

steep moderate 
mild lope. The mild and non-sloped 
vowels are classified as open central vowels due to the low tongue position while singing. Open central vowels 
are clarified by means of resonance rather than tongue formation. Closed central vowels [ ], [ ], and [ ] are found 
in the Russian language. A high plateau in the middle of the tongue is formed for closed central vowels. 
 
The vowels charts on pages 167 and 168 were first published in the article Diction (Still) Belongs in the Music 
Department by Cheri Montgomery, Journal of Singing, Jan./Feb. 2020 issue. 

                     
  u   o         e   i 
 
 

                         æ 
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